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Easy GIF Animator Features: • Advanced time tracking makes it easy for developers and teams to level up faster. • Regain space on your computer
to install more applications at once. Easy GIF Animator is powerful yet very easy to use software for creating and editing animated GIF images. With
this animated GIF editor you can easily create the most beautiful animated images for display on any website, blog, advertisements or web flyers in

an easy fashion. Easy GIF Animator is a GIF(Graphics Interchange Format) creation application that integrates with Windows and allows you to create
and edit animated GIFs. Animated GIFs are a popular type of image for use on the web. The best animated GIF maker for Windows that makes

creating animated GIFs easy for both professional and casual users alike. You can use the built in photo editor to create your own custom images as
well as import and use over 400 pre-made animations. The easy-to-use interface is a snap to use and features a powerful export and share capability,

making creating and sharing animated GIFs a snap. The GIF editor works with almost all browsers and supported by all major desktop publishing
applications. . Easy GIF Animator is a must-have application when you're looking to create and edit animated GIFs easily. It's also a snap to use. One

click away from all the editing options you would need for building your animated GIF. Easy GIF Animator is also super easy to use. It's much easier to
use than the big, complex mainstream software that other developers have built. Just some of the features in Easy GIF Animator that will make it

easier than ever to use: The built-in photo editor allows you to create and edit your own custom images. You can create your own image sequences
too. You can import all the popular pre-made animated GIFs that you find on the web.. Tons of options for configuring and styling your images are
available and are all clearly labeled. When you're ready to create your own images, the built-in photo editor is your one-stop tool. The integrated

image preview makes it easy to see how your image will look when it's finished. You can keep your original image in the upper left-hand corner so
you can easily go back to it later if you need to. When you're ready, you can export your image as an animated GIF either as a separate.gif file or
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Portable apps are the software requiring no installation unlike.. that prove helpful for everyone, listed categorically below for easy access.. for

Windows that supports viewing vector graphics, pictures, animations,. handy image viewer and editor that supports JPEG, BMP, GIF, PNG,. uTorrent
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